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Emittance fluctuations in a mesoscopic diffusive conductor
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We report a first principles analysis of low frequency dynamic conductance fluctuations for disordered
two-dimensional mesoscopic conductors. In the transport regime where dc conductance shows the familiar
universal conductance fluctuations, we discovered that the low frequency emittance also fluctuates with an
amplitude that is independent of the impurity scattering strength, showing a degree of generic behavior. When
the impurity density is increased such that the dynamic response of the conductor changes from inductivelike
to capacitivelike, the emittance distribution is found to cross over from Gaussian-like to non-Gaussian-like; the
latter is qualitatively consistent with random matrix theory.
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One of the most striking phenomena of transport in m
soscopic regime is the observed universal conducta
fluctuations1 ~UCF’s!. These fluctuations are not time depe
dent noise but are reproducible signatures of quantum in
ference. The physics of the sample-to-sample dc conduct
fluctuations and their universal behavior have been the s
ject of active research for more than a decade2 and is now
well understood. From a larger physical point of view, the
conductance of a conductor is the zero frequency limit of
ac admittanceGab(v), wherea andb label the leads of the
conductor. Since for a diffusive conductorGab(0) shows
UCF’s in the mesoscopic regime, it is very interesting to a
What are the sample-to-sample statistical properties of th
admittance?

For a multiterminal mesoscopic conductor, theoreti
analysis of its linear dc conductance is considerably sim
fied due to the fact thatGab(0) depends only on the equ
librium electrostatic potential but not on the potential that
established in the presence of transport inside the condu
Analysis of the ac admittanceGab(v) has proven to be quite
nontrivial3,4 as it is a functional of the potential buildup in
side the conductor. Because of this dependence, one ex
the sample-to-sample statistical properties ofGab(v) to be
less universal than those ofGab(0). Experimental studies o
dynamic conductance fluctuations in mesoscopic rings h
been reported by Pieper and Price.5 Theoretical investiga-
tions have been carried out on a number of topics relate
fluctuations of dynamic conductance, including the fluctu
ing admittance of chaotic cavities,6,7 random matrix analysis
of capacitance distribution,8 transfer matrix studies of low
frequency quasi-one-dimensional systems,9 and dynamic
magnetoconductance fluctuations.10

In this paper, we present a theoretical investigation
sample-to-sample statistical properties of the low freque
admittance. Our analysis is based on the theory of Bu¨ttiker,
Prêtre, and Thomas,3 and our calculation is from first prin
ciples by evaluating the internal potential response from
density of states11 ~see below!, rather than using the approx
mate constant capacitance charging model. In particular
focus on the quantity called the emittance,Eab , defined11 by
the low frequency expansion of the admittance,
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Gab~v!5Gab~0!2 ivEab1O~v2!. ~1!

Eab measures the dynamic response of the system to an
ternal time dependent perturbation: the response is capac
if E11 is positive while it is inductive whenE11 is negative.
For a conductor capacitively coupled to an external gate,E11
is just the electrochemical capacitance.11 For a one-
dimensional~1D! diffusive conductor, the average value
E11 is discussed in a recent review of Bu¨ttiker and Christen12

and was found to be zero by solving the classical diffus
equation for which the weak localization effect was n
glected. When the weak localization effect is included,
predicted in Ref. 6 for chaotic cavities, the average ofE11 is
nonzero.

For a disordered conductor described by the elastic m
free pathl and conductor linear sizeL, the quantityl /L has
been considered13 as the fraction of all theM transmission
channels in the disordered sample~e.g., in 2D! for which the
transmission probability is of order unity, i.e., theseMe f f
;M ( l /L) channels are the open channels responsible
conduction. The conventional UCF phenomenon can
viewed as a reflection of the sample-to-sample fluctuati
of the number13 Me f f . For highly disordered samplesl !L;
they have large resistance and therefore we expect a ca
tivelike dynamic response. On the other hand, when the
gree of disorder is reduced the response can be inductive
Hence we expect the distribution function forE11, which
will be calculated below, to change as the degree of disor
changes, indicating a crossover from that reflecting a cap
tive response to that of an inductive response.

To be specific we consider single electron transp
through a 2D conductor whose disorder is provided by
impurity scattering potentialVI(r )5( ig id(r2r i), whereg i
is the strength of thei th impurity located at positionr i . For
simplicity we fix g i5g as an input parameter of the analys
The emittance of a 2D conductor with a single impurity h
been calculated exactly before using scattering ma
theory,14,15 but a direct extension of this approach to
N-impurity problem is very difficult. We hence developed
Green’s function technique to solve this problem. The lo
frequency emittance can be written as16 Eab5dNab /dE
2Dab , where the termdNab /dE is the global partial den-
10 774 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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sity of states~GPDOS!.17 The termDab is due to the Cou-
lomb interaction of electrons inside the sample, and it can
computed from the local density of states.16 With the
Thomas-Fermi approximation one can prove16

Da,b5E d3r
@dn~a,r !/dE#@dn~r ,b!/dE#

dn~r !/dE
, ~2!

where the local density of statesdn(a,r )/dE
5dn(r ,b)/dE in zero magnetic field,17 and16

dn~a,r !

dE
5(

b

dnab~r !

dE
, ~3!

and the local partial DOS~LPDOS! is given by

dnab~r !

dE
52

1

4p i
TrS sab

† dsab

dU~r !
2

dsab
†

dU~r !
sabD . ~4!

Finally, the GPDOS is calculated from the LPDOS by app
priate spatial integration over the conductor,

dNab

dE
5E dr

dnab~r !

dE
. ~5!

From the theoretical formalism outlined above, a fi
principles analysis of emittance necessarily requires the
culation of functional derivatives of the scattering mat
with respect to a variation of the scattering potential lan
scape, e.g., Eq.~4!. In this work this is achieved by a Green
function formalism.19 Briefly, for a 2D conductor with the
N-impurity scattering potentialVI(r ), we first calculate its
Green’s function by iterating the Dyson equation

G(N)~r ,r 8!5G(0)~r ,r 8!1g(
i 51

N

G(0)~r ,r i !G
(N)~r i ,r 8!,

~6!

where G(N)(r ,r 8) and G(0)(r ,r 8) are the N-impurity and
zero-impurity Green’s functions, respectively.G(0)(r ,r 8) is
simply the Green’s function for an infinitely long quasi-1
ballistic quantum wire~along thex direction!,18

G(0)~r ,r 8!5 (
n51

fn~y!fn~y8!
eiknux2x8u

2ikn
,

wherefn(y) is thenth mode of the transverse wave functio
and kn the corresponding momentum of the electron. T
Dyson equation can be solved exactly and we obtain

G(N)~r ,r 8!5G(0)~r ,r 8!1g (
i , j 51

N

G(0)~r ,r i !Mi j G
(0)~r j ,r 8!,

~7!

where the matrixMi j [@d i j 2gh i j #
21 andh i j [G(0)(r i ,r j ).

With the Green’s function calculated this way we obtain t
scattering wave function via the Lippmann-Schwinger eq
tion. The result is

c (N)~r !5c (0)~r !1g (
i , j 51

N

G(0)~r ,r i !Mi j c
(0)~r j !, ~8!
e

-

t
l-

-

e

-

where c (N)(r ) and c (0)(r ) are the N-impurity and zero-
impurity wave functions, respectively. Moreover, the fun
tional derivative of the scattering wave function can
calculated19 by investigating its linear response to an infin
tesimal perturbationdU(r )5dUd(r2r 8), where dU→0.
We apply the Lippmann-Schwinger equation to obtain
expression for the full wave function response to this pert
bation, and then expand this expression in terms ofdU. The
first order term gives the functional derivative of the wa
function, which is found to be

dc (N)~r 8!

dU~r !
5G(N)~r 8,r !c (N)~r !. ~9!

The scattering matrix and its functional derivatives c
now be extracted from the scattering wave function.
closed form we obtain

s1n,1m5 (
j ,l 51

N

b j l
nmmei (kmxl1knxj )

2ikn
,

s2n,1m5dnm1 (
j ,l 51

N

b j l
nmmei (kmxl2knxj )

2ikn
,

ds1n,1m

dU~r !
5(

l 51
f l~y!S Alnm1 (

i , j 51

N

Blnm
i j e1 iknxi Dcm

(N)~r !,

ds2n,1m

dU~r !
5(

l 51
f l~y!S Alnm1 (

i , j 51

N

Blnm
i j e2 iknxi Dcm

(N)~r !.

In these expressions,

b i j
nml[Akn

km
fn~yi !fm~yj !gMi j ;

Alnm[d ln /A~2 ik lx!/~2ik l !;

Blnm
i j [b i j

nml exp~ ik l uxj2xu!/~2ikn2ik l !;

cm
(N)(r ) is theN-impurity scattering wave function@Eq. ~8!#

with an electron incoming from lead 1 in modem.
With the above analytical results we can proceed to p

the emittanceEab and its fluctuations for impurity scattering
For comparison we have also calculated the dc conducta
fluctuations from the scattering matrix derived above. Fo
given impurity configuration$r i% wherei 51,2, . . . ,N, gen-
erated randomly and distributed uniformly, we evaluate
quantity Mi j by direct matrix inversion. The rest of the ex
pressions are calculated onceMi j is known. The transverse
modesfn(y) are the usual sine functions, and we have fix
the incoming electron energy so that there are 18 propaga
subbands in the quantum wire whose contributions
summed. The sample-to-sample statistical analysis is car
out by averaging many independent impurity configuratio
for each givenN.

Figure 1 plots the typical sample-to-sample emittan
fluctuations forN5300 andg550. This is to be compared
with the usual dc conductance fluctuations~inset! which
have an amplitude;e2/h, i.e., the UCF situation. For this
degree of disorder it is apparent thatE11 fluctuates between
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negative and positive values, indicating that the dynamic
sponse of the disordered conductor depends on the imp
configuration. The implication is that for disordered mes
copic conductors the ac current can be leading or lagging
ac voltage quite randomly from sample to sample.

The amplitude of the fluctuations is analyzed as (DA)2

5^A2&2^A&2, whereA is G21 andE11. The statistical aver-
age is over energy as well as independent impurity confi
rations. In Fig. 2 we plot the fluctuation amplitudes as
function of the impurity strengthg for several different im-
purity numbersN. 500 impurity configurations were ave
aged for eachg. Figure 2~a! clearly shows that wheng is
large enoughDG21 is essentially independent ofg. For N
.75 and up toN5500, which we have studied,DG21

'0.8e2/h with less than 10% difference for differentN’s
@see Fig. 2~a!#, which is consistent with the expected UC
value for 2D systems (0.86e2/h).2 In this regime, Fig. 2~b!
indicates thatDE11 is also independent ofg, showing a de-
gree of universal behavior for the dynamic response w
respect to the impurity scattering strength. However, beca
E11 depends on the electrostatic potential buildup inside
conductor3,4 as reflected by the functional derivative in th
LPDOS ~4!, DE11 is expected to be a sensitive function
the degree of disorder provided by the impurity numberN.
Our results confirm this picture as shown in Fig. 2~b!.

An important quantity is the distribution functionP(E11).
Of the two contributions toE11, namely, the external charg
injection due to the time dependent disturbance and the
ternal response due to Coulomb interactions, the exte
contribution is given by the global partial density of stat
which is related the electron dwell time of the scatteri
region.17 The distribution function of the dwell time has bee
analyzed within the random matrix theory20,8 for chaotic
cavities and within the invariant embedding formalism f
1D disordered systems.21 Its universal properties have bee
well studied.22,23 However, the statistical property of the in
ternal response is much more complicated and it has b
included within the constant capacitance charging mo
only for chaotic cavities.8,6 Here we numerically investigat

FIG. 1. Typical sample-to-sample fluctuations of the emittan
E11 with fixed the impurity numberN5300 and strengthg550.
Inset: sample-to-sample fluctuations of the dc conductance gi
rise to UCF’s.
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P(E11) from first principles, where the internal response
calculated through the LPDOS as discussed above. Figu
showsP(E11) obtained from our numerical analysis for di
ferentN values. Over 9000 independent impurity configur
tions were averaged for eachN. We focus on the regime
where the dc transport shows UCF’s. WhenN is small, e.g.,
N5100, P(E11) centers at negativeE11 indicating a pre-
dominantly inductive dynamic response@see Fig. 3~a!#. This
is consistent with the fact that the system is rather conduc
for this degree of disorder. The distribution function is qu
symmetric. AsN is increased to 300, the larger degree
disorder makes the system less conductive, and the distr
tion is shifted to center near zero@Fig. 3~b!#. While the dis-
tribution is still quite symmetric, it is now wider, indicating
larger fluctuation amplitudeDE11, as was seen in Fig. 2~b!.
When N is increased further,P(E11) not only shifts to the
center at positive values ofE11, it becomes asymmetric
@Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!#. For largeN the disordered system i
less conductive; therefore we expect a capacitive dyna
response~e.g., a parallel plate capacitor has zero dc cond
tance!. This is clearly shown by the shift of the distributio
toward positive values of emittance. In this regard, we n
that the random matrix theory prediction of capacitance d
tribution for a one-probe chaotic cavity is also asymmetri8

Although it seems to be quite difficult to analytically deriv
an expression forP(E11), its behavior can be understood b
considering theMe f f;M ( l /L) conductive channels of the
disordered sample. It is reasonable to assume that these
ductive channels contribute largely to the inductivelike

FIG. 2. For both~a! and~b!, squares,N5100 impurities; circles,
N5125; diamonds,N5150. ~a! dc conductance fluctuations as
function of the impurity scattering strengthg. A clear signature of
UCF’s is observed withDG'0.86e2/h without dependence ong
and weak dependence onN. ~b! Emittance fluctuationsDE11 as a
function of g: for large enoughg, DE11 is essentially independen
of g, but it strongly depends on the impurity density.
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FIG. 3. The distribution func-
tion P(E11). For ~a! N5100; ~b!
N5300; ~c! N5400; and ~d! N
5500. As N increases the distri-
bution crosses over from a sym
metric form to asymmetric, as the
dynamic response changes fro
inductive to capacitive. Paramete
g5100 is used.
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sponse. Hence, whenMe f f is large@e.g., Fig. 3~a!# due to a
smaller degree of disorder,E11 fluctuates around its mea
~which is a negative number! from sample to sample, bu
each sample is inductive and henceP(E11) is expected to be
symmetric. On the other hand, when disorder increases
the distribution shifts to the center at a positive mean ofE11

@e.g., Figs. 3~c!, 3~d!#, there are always samples with su
stantial Me f f ~as long as transport stays in the mesosco
regime! due to quantum interference and statistical distrib
tion of the impurities, and these samples will be inductiv
like in their dynamic response. Hence we expectP(E11) to
tail into the negativeE11 region due to these samples. Ther
fore P(E11) is asymmetric for a large degree of disorder,
Fig. 3~d! shows.

In summary, we have analyzed the sample-to-sample fl
tuations of emittance for two-dimensional disordered me
scopic conductors. Our analysis was from first principl
where both external injection and internal response w
computed from the space dependent partial density of sta
and we have developed a Green’s function technique to
ll
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termine these quantities for impurity scattering. In the UC
regime the emittance fluctuations show some degree of
neric behavior in that the fluctuation amplitude is insensit
to the scattering strength. It does depend, however, on
degree of disorder through the impurity density, which
very different from the familiar UCF in the mesoscop
transport regime. The distribution function of the emittan
has been found to be quite distinct depending on the dyna
response of the conductor: for an inductivelike response
distribution is symmetric and centered in the negative reg
of emittance; for a capacitive response it is asymmetric
centered at a positive emittance.
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